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OSRTC â€“ Orissa State Transport Corporation function below the Commerce and Transport
department of the Government of Odisha. This is the only government organisation that provides
passenger transport in the whole state of Odisha. OSRTC has bagged the prestigious transport
award at the national level for the year of 2004-05. And with this achievement OSRTC has received
the national level award for the sixth in a span of just three years.

OSRTC Bus Reservation

OSRTC aims at providing comfortable and safe transport for the passengers which the public can
rely on. They also aim at connecting tribal and remote areas which are not connected to the normal
bus routes and thereby fulfil the social commitment to the public. The OSRTC Jeypore booking and
OSRTC Nawrangpur booking operates four types of coaches which are:

*  HI COMF â€“ 3 by 2 comfortable coach

*  AC Deluxe â€“ 2 by 2 AC coach

*  HI TECH â€“ 2 by 2 luxury coach

*  AC sleeper â€“ 2 by 2 sleeping and sleeper berth

The OSRTC bus reservation corporation runs about 170 services that include some interstate
services as well. The unit-wise list of their services along with their timings of departure is explained
well in their official website. They also offer special services at the time of festivals like car festival
and also at the time of flood like natural calamities.

OSRTC online booking

The official portal of OSRTC enhances facilities for booking tickets on the OSRTC online booking
portal. The time table and the schedule of the buses along with the fares can be taken from the
online website. You can also book your tickets with the details on buses that are convenient for you
in terms of their timings and schedule at the convenience being at your home. Several online travel
websites also can help you in making OSRTC online booking.

Achievements of OSRTC

OSRTC have been awarded many times at the national level for their distinguished services in
terms of safe and low cost operations. You have the facility for making e-booking as well counter
booking for your travel through OSRTC. The address and details of the booking counter is also
given on the online portal. Travel with safety and comfort across Orissa with the help of OSRTC bus
reservations. Anyone can check the timetable and make the bookings by spending few minutes of
your valuable time. Travelling is fun and visiting is bliss but make sure that you choose the right
career that can take you to your destination with safe and comfort.
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Travels - About Author:
Book Bus Tickets, Get Schedule and Time Table of a OSRTC Bus Operator at MakeMyTrip.com.
List of all Buses and cities covered by OSRTC in India.
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